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Significance

Air pollution is the leading 
environmental risk factor for early 
death. Alerts guide people to stay 
indoors when air quality is poor. 
Climate change can worsen air 
quality over this century. We show 
that this creates conditions for 
rising air quality alerts, 
disproportionately for racialized, 
unhoused, and poorly housed 
populations. Relying on people to 
protect themselves likely offers 
minimal benefits compared to 
reducing emissions; however, 
boosting adaptation can offer 
additional health benefits even 
under stringent climate policy. 
New policy could, for example, 
compensate people for moving 
indoors, and improve access to 
clean indoor air. We address 
active policy questions about how 
to equitably protect health under 
climate change, identifying levers 
for action against an increasing, 
unfair burden of air pollution.

This paper is part of a Special Feature on Modeling 
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Future climate change can cause more days with poor air quality. This could trigger more 
alerts telling people to stay inside to protect themselves, with potential consequences 
for health and health equity. Here, we study the change in US air quality alerts over this 
century due to fine particulate matter (PM2.5), who they may affect, and how they may 
respond. We find air quality alerts increase by over 1 mo per year in the eastern United 
States by 2100 and quadruple on average. They predominantly affect areas with high 
Black populations and leakier homes, exacerbating existing inequalities and impacting 
those less able to adapt. Reducing emissions can offer significant annual health benefits 
($5,400 per person) by mitigating the effect of climate change on air pollution and its 
associated risks of early death. Relying on people to adapt, instead, would require them 
to stay inside, with doors and windows closed, for an extra 142 d per year, at an average 
cost of $11,000 per person. It appears likelier, however, that people will achieve minimal 
protection without policy to increase adaptation rates. Boosting adaptation can offer 
net benefits, even alongside deep emission cuts. New adaptation policies could, for 
example: reduce adaptation costs; reduce infiltration and improve indoor air quality; 
increase awareness of alerts and adaptation; and provide measures for those working or 
living outdoors. Reducing emissions, conversely, lowers everyone’s need to adapt, and 
protects those who cannot adapt. Equitably protecting human health from air pollution 
under climate change requires both mitigation and adaptation.

air pollution adaptation | health effects of climate change mitigation |  
modeling for sustainability | place- based approach | multi- sector dynamics

Air pollution is the largest environmental threat leading to premature death (1) worldwide 
(2). It disproportionately affects vulnerable people in the United States (US), including in 
racialized (3, 4) and socio- economically disadvantaged (5) populations. On days with poor 
air quality, health authorities issue alerts guiding people to protect themselves by limiting 
their exposure to outdoor air. Alerts are triggered using an aggregate measure of air quality 
called the Air Quality Index (AQI) (6). Public responses to alerts vary with awareness, risk 
perception, social influences, and other factors (7, 8). Currently, 15 to 20% of Americans 
adapt to poor air quality, primarily by restricting their time outdoors (7).

Thanks to decades of improving air quality, alerts are rare for most Americans. Those 
improvements are at risk, however, due to climate change (9). While the literature on air 
quality alerts has examined their construction (10), communication (11–13), and com-
pliance (7, 8), there is only one recent study of their health or economic value (focusing 
on the population over age 65 during 2014 to 2017) (14) and none on the effect of climate 
change and climate policy.

Climate change can worsen air quality (9, 15, 16). Climate policy can offer significant 
(17–23) and equity- improving (24) health benefits by improving air quality. Increasing 
adaptation could also reduce health risks. This has been shown empirically for the case of 
adapting to extreme temperature (25), but not yet examined for air pollution.

Here, we ask, “How many more air quality alerts may be triggered by climate change? 
Who will experience this rise in alerts, and how might it affect their health risks, and 
behavior to reduce those risks? How does that adaptation behavior affect health risks, and 
the associated benefits of climate policy? What can policymakers do to equitably address 
rising risks?”

To evaluate these questions, we estimate the rise in air quality alerts the in United States 
over this century due to climate change. We focus on the most harmful pollutant—outdoor 
fine particulate matter (PM2.5)—and its effects on the AQI and on premature death among 
adults (2).

We examine which populations are affected, their capacity to adapt to rising risks of 
premature death by moving indoors, and their per capita costs and benefits of adapting. 
We assess the extent to which people can compensate for their rising health risks by 
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adapting. We examine the effectiveness of current practice and 
identify policy levers to promote adaptation. We compare the 
health benefits of adaptation—moving indoors to reduce expo-
sures to outdoor air—to those of mitigation—reducing emissions 
to slow climate change and improve air quality.

To do this, we introduce estimates of the costs and benefits of 
adapting to outdoor air pollution by moving indoors. We quantify 
costs as foregone outdoor time, valued at the wage rate. We base 
benefits on the reduction in annual mean exposure to outdoor air 
pollution (PM2.5), achieved via daily decisions to stay indoors. 
Outdoor PM2.5 concentrations are from our prior work, covering 
the contiguous United States on a 1.9° × 2.5° grid (26). We 
account for exposure to outdoor PM2.5 while indoors via the infil-
tration factor (i.e., the fraction of outdoor PM2.5 that enters 
indoors and remains airborne) (27). The resulting reduction in 
exposure to outdoor PM2.5 lowers the risk of premature death 
from all causes, estimated with a concentration–response function 
relating outdoor PM2.5 to health risks (28) and valued based on 
willingness- to- pay to reduce that risk, following US regulatory 
impact analysis (29). We explore the potential for adaptation to 
protect health by considering a range of ways in which the pop-
ulation in each grid cell may decide to adapt, including complying 
with alerts issued at current or lowered PM2.5 concentration 
thresholds (“Threshold”), complying with alerts based on the 
behavior of others (“Social Learning”), adapting on days for which 
their benefits exceed their costs (“Rational actor”), and adapting 
to offset their rising health risks by as much as climate change 
mitigation (“Forced”). We perform distributional and sensitivity 
analyses to identify variables that influence the net benefits of 
adapting and to assess the uncertainty, variability, and equity 
implications of adaptation and adaptation policy.

We find that air quality alerts could increase steeply by the end 
of this century, especially in areas with high Black populations, 
higher incomes, and leakier homes. Moving indoors (adaptation) 

could theoretically be as protective of health as reducing emissions 
of outdoor air pollutants (mitigation), but that would likely come 
at a net cost and significant loss of outdoor time. Conversely, 
mitigation protects those who do not or cannot adapt. Even with 
mitigation, however, policy to promote more adaptation can offer 
net benefits. Such policy could, for example, lower adaptation 
costs or improve indoor air quality.

Results

Increasing Air Quality Alerts under Climate Change. We find 
that, without reductions in emissions (of greenhouse gases or air 
pollutants), days with air quality alerts could quadruple on average 
by 2100 (Fig. 1). The rise is steepest over the eastern United States—
increasing by 1 mo per year by 2100—coinciding with areas with 
high Black populations, higher incomes, and leakier homes.

We emphasize that, within those areas, this unequal rise can 
lead to disparities in individual capacity to adapt to rising alerts. 
Leakier buildings let more air pollution inside, rendering adapta-
tion less effective. Housing with poor indoor air quality could 
even make adaptation harmful. Further, living in leakier housing 
is correlated with lower incomes (30), reducing adaptive capacity 
for this vulnerable group.

This finding suggests that rising alerts could potentially place 
an undue burden on marginalized groups based on race and soci-
oeconomic status. Note that we project future air pollution spa-
tially, and project total population, income, and baseline death 
rates as in our prior work (26) (details in SI Appendix), but rely on 
current demographics (specifying race but not Hispanic ethnicity), 
housing data, and time use. Those data derive from the US Census 
Bureau (31), National Renewable Energy Lab (27), and Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (32), respectively. The ultimate distribution of 
impacts will depend on future patterns of pollution, demographics, 
housing, health, and activity.
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Fig. 1. Air quality alert days per year (ADY) rise in the absence of emission reductions. All plots show air quality alerts (defined as outdoor fine particulate 
matter levels resulting in an Air Quality Index > 100) for the Reference (REF) climate change scenario. (A) National mean population weighted ADY for 2000, 
2050, and 2100. Plots (B–F) show Extra ADY (EADY) compared to start- of- century (B) Histogram of EADY in 2100 for population above and below median income. 
(C/D) Spatial change in EADY in 2050 and 2100. (E) Cumulative density of EADY by race in 2050 and 2100. (F) Cumulative density of EADY by residential leakage 
rates above (“Leakier”) and below (“Tighter”) the national average. Leakage is defined as air changes per hour at a 50 Pa pressure difference (ACH50), indicating 
greater infiltration of outdoor air inside.

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
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Benefits of Adaptation and Mitigation, and Their Interaction. 
This increasing burden of air pollution caused by climate change 
could be addressed through adaptation or mitigation. We compare 
these strategies in Table 1. This table shows per capita benefits of 
reducing premature mortality risks achieved by reducing exposure 
to PM2.5 of outdoor origin. That exposure reduction is achieved 
either via mitigation (here, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and 
thus reducing the worsening effect of climate change on air quality), 
adaptation (here, reducing exposures by moving indoors), or both.

For climate change mitigation levels, we compare a reference 
(REF) case with a global carbon pricing policy meeting the 2 °C 
Paris Agreement target (P3.7). The reference case (REF) (also used 
in Fig. 1) has a mean global surface temperature rise at end- of- century 
(ΔT) compared to the preindustrial period (1850 to 1869) of 5.7 
°C. The climate policy (P3.7) has a ΔT of 1.9 °C. These scenarios 
are from our previous work, using models of the global economy 
and Earth system (33) (details in Materials and Methods and 
SI Appendix).

Table 1 shows individual adaptation (by moving indoors) could 
offer benefits similar to—or even larger than—mitigation; how-
ever, those benefits of adaptation come with a significant burden. 
This is shown by comparing the benefits of “forced” adaptation 
to that of mitigation without additional adaptation: $5,400 ($490 
to $15,000) and $5,100 ($460 to $14,000) population- weighted 
mean per- capita benefits, respectively. Forced adaptation requires 
the full adult population to fully compensate for its increased 
exposure, acting with perfect knowledge of its risks and benefits. 
Since we assume people only spend 1 h per day outside, on aver-
age, across all outdoor activities (details in Materials and Methods), 
it would take an additional 142 d per year, on average, to achieve 
the same reduction in exposure afforded by climate change miti-
gation policy.

Table 1 also shows that the greatest benefit is achieved with 
both mitigation and adaptation ($6,000 per person as the sum of 
benefits under P3.7). Their combination also tends to reduce the 
effectiveness of each strategy when used alone. Climate change 
mitigation policy (P3.7) tends to reduce the need for adaptation. 
Under climate policy, per capita benefits of adapting drop from a 
mean of $2,200 ($200 to $6,100) to $1,300 ($120 to $3,600). 
The remaining $1,300 benefit per person implies that, even under 
climate policy, there are gains to be made by boosting adaptation. 
Similarly, when estimating the benefits of mitigation, we find a 
small reduction in benefits due to adaptation. This interaction 
occurs because the adaptors staying inside are less exposed to out-
door air, so receive less benefit from improving outdoor air quality. 
This effect reduces per capita benefits of mitigation, however 
slightly, from $5,400 ($490 to $15,000) to $4,700 ($430 to 
$13,000).

Adaptation Responses to Air Quality Alerts under Climate 
Change. If air quality worsens, the burden of air pollution will rise, 
either in terms of higher health risks, or higher adaptation costs. 
In Table 2, we examine a range of possible adaptation behaviors 
to explore how protective individual adaptation might be. We 
evaluate our reference climate change scenario at end- of- century. 
We present uncertainty in the health and economic benefits of 
adapting derived from our prior work using 5,000 Monte Carlo 
simulations in the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
health impact software, the environmental Benefits Mapping and 
Analysis Program Community Edition (BenMAP- CE) (26, 34). 
Uncertainty in costs is addressed later.

We first consider that there may be no additional adaptation, 
offering no protection at no cost—a common assumption in most 
studies of the future health impacts of air pollution. Next, we eval-
uate current practice (“Threshold”), which issues alerts to the general 
population when the AQI exceeds 150, and to the sensitive popu-
lation when AQI exceeds 100. Here, we estimate the AQI using 
only outdoor PM2.5 and its respective thresholds of 55.4 μg/m3  
and 35.4 μg/m3. We use the current number of Americans who 
adapt to air pollution, estimated to be near 20%(7, 7) (7) The top 
20% most exposed Americans experience five alert days per year 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2); we estimate that this will grow by more 
than a month by 2100 (Fig. 1E). If current adaptors comply with 
rising alerts, this amounts to national mean benefits of $210 ($20 
to $580) per person per year by 2100. Removing costs, mean net 
benefits are $100 per person per year by 2100. Lowering the 
threshold for alerts from an AQI of 150 to 100—the value used 
for populations that are particularly sensitive to air pollution—has 
little effect on mean net benefits of adaptation.

It also is possible that more people will begin to comply with 
alerts. We examine the potential rise in adaptation four ways: 1) 
Social Learning allowing people to learn compliance, 2) full com-
pliance of the adult population to all air quality alerts (meaning 
all adults stay indoors on alert days), 3) all adults maximize their 
net benefits (benefits–costs) of adapting, using perfect information 
(Rational actor), 4) adults are forced to adapt until they reduce 
their exposures by the same amount as climate change mitigation 
(Forced). We present national population- weighted mean results, 
noting that the spatial distribution of adaptation net benefits is 
similar to the rise in alerts shown in Fig. 1D for Social Learning, 
Rational actor, and Threshold (full compliance).

We first assess the potential rise in adaptation due to social 
learning. We use a model (Social Learning) allowing people to 
switch between compliance and non- compliance, based on their 
perceived benefits of doing so (details in Materials and Methods 
and SI Appendix). Those perceived benefits vary with pollution, 
costs, and the behavior of others, allowing them to learn 

Table  1. Benefits of individual adaptation and climate change mitigation at end- of- century associated with  
reduced mortality risk from outdoor air pollution (PM2.5)

Mitigation level Adaptation level Adaptation benefits ($) (95% CI) Mitigation benefits ($) (95% CI)

Low None 0 0

(REF) Rational $2,200 (200, 6,100) 0
Forced $5,400 (490, 15,000) 0

High (P3.7) None 0 $5,100 (460, 14,000)
Rational $1,300 (120, 3,600) $4,700 (430, 13,000)

National population weighted mean per capita benefits in 2020 USD for multiple levels of mitigation and adaptation. Values in parenthesis represent 95% CI in benefits related to health 
and economic uncertainty. REF: reference; temperature rise from pre- industrial by end- of- century is 6 °C. P3.7: meets Paris target; temperature rise from pre- industrial by end- of- century 
is 2 °C. Rational: all adults, acting with perfect information, maximize their net benefits of adapting. Forced: all adults, acting with perfect information, adapt until they achieve the same 
health protection as under mitigation (P3.7).

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
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compliance (or non- compliance) from others, and adapt to chang-
ing environmental conditions and social norms. Those who com-
ply will give up some fraction of their outdoor time during alerts.

We find this social learning process could lead to higher adapta-
tion rates in the future, on average, tripling the mean net benefits 
of adapting over current practice. This suggests that, even absent 
new adaptation policy, social influence could affect adaptation rates.

Nonetheless, it appears likely that the net benefits of adaptation 
will remain small compared to those of mitigation (P3.7); in fact, 
forcing the benefits to match appears detrimental. This is seen by 
comparing the net benefits of full compliance, rational behavior, 
and forced adaptation. Each approach increases the average ben-
efits of adaptation, with full compliance offering similar benefits 
to rational behavior. Forcing the adult population to reduce its 
exposure to outdoor PM2.5 to the same level as climate policy 
(P3.7) offers the most benefits, by requiring people to stay indoors 
on many days without alerts. Though this achieves per capita 
benefits $5,400 ($490 to $15,000) higher than our mitigation 
scenario ($5,100), the costs are $11,000 per person, meaning this 
approach is detrimental, incurring an average net loss of $5,900 
per person.

Policy Levers to Promote Adaptation. Policy to promote adaptation 
could potentially offer net benefits. Robust and equitable policy, 
however, should consider the uncertainty, individual variability, 
and distribution of net benefits. To support this, we present a 
sensitivity analysis of factors affecting the maximum achievable 
net benefits (using Rational actor behavior) (see Fig. 2).

Adaptation offers higher net benefits to those who live in pol-
luted areas, who work and live in high- quality buildings, and who 
regularly spend time outdoors but place a low value on this time. 
This result is shown by the variation of net benefits of adaptation 
in Fig. 2 A–D: increasing with a) concentration and b) time out-
doors, decreasing with d) adaptation costs, and e) infiltration. We 
present variation in adaptation costs as the value of outdoor time 
based on variation in wages and from economic studies of the 
value of outdoor recreation (35).

Additional adaptation cannot benefit those who never go out-
doors, have leaky homes (FINF > 0.5), or who highly value their 
outdoor time. A population with these characteristics may highly 
prefer mitigation to adaptation.

Mitigation reduces the need to adapt for all and protects even 
those who cannot adapt. It also decreases variability in the benefits 

of adapting. This is seen by comparing the green (mitigation) to 
black (reference) cases for all subplots of Fig. 2. Mitigation reduces 
annual mean PM2.5 concentrations by 1.2 µg/m3, lowering the 
benefits of adapting. We saw this in Table 1, too, but Fig. 2A shows 
that this holds well despite the variability in future annual mean 
concentrations. This means, too, that the rate of change of net 
benefits is smaller across all other variables in Fig. 2.

To boost adaptation, policy can reduce adaptation costs, improve 
building quality, increase awareness, and should consider options 
for outdoor workers and people experiencing homelessness. We 
mention increasing awareness based on our social learning model; 
we showed that social learning could increase adaptation in Table 2. 
From Fig. 2, we see the greatest gain in adaptation benefits is possible 
by minimizing adaptation costs, then reducing infiltration. This 
suggests policy levers including compensating people for moving 
indoors and improving access to clean air. For most Americans, who 
live and work indoors, this could be achieved by improving indoor 
air quality. Fig. 2 also shows that the highest possible gains from 
adaptation are for those who spend at least 8 h outdoors, a group 
consisting mainly of outdoor workers, and people experiencing 
homelessness, each of whom require specific interventions.

Discussion and Conclusions

Climate change is known to raise risks to human health, increasing 
the need for adaptation to protect health (37). We examine the 
potential effect of climate change on air quality alerts and adaptation 
by moving indoors. We find that unabated climate change triggers 
more air quality alerts guiding people to protect themselves by mov-
ing indoors, quadrupling on average by the end of this century.

Those rising alerts could exacerbate existing racial inequalities 
and disparities in adaptive capacity. For example, we find alerts 
rise by 1 mo per year in the Eastern United States, in areas that 
currently have higher Black populations (31), and leakier homes 
that let more outdoor air pollution inside (27).

Boosting adaptation beyond current levels could offer net benefits, 
especially under worsening air quality, but even if Paris Climate 
Agreement targets are met. That policy could involve compensating 
people for moving indoors, improving building quality, and increasing 
awareness. Awareness could be raised through multimedia campaigns 
and communication channels targeted to relevant demographics 
(11–13), including, for example, integrating air quality messaging 
into patient charts (13).

Table 2. Potential future net benefits of adapting to air pollution

Threshold for air 
quality advisory Compliance level Adaptation cost ($)

Adaptation benefits ($) 
(95% CI)

Adaptation net 
benefits ($)

N/A 0 0 0

Current (AQI > 150) Current $110 $210 (20, 580) $100

Lowered (AQI > 100) Current $340 $440 (40, 1,200) $100

Current (AQI > 150) Socially- influenced compliance $340 $700 (60, 2,000) $360

Lowered (AQI > 100) Socially- influenced compliance $1,200 $1,700 (150, 4,700) $480

Current (AQI > 150) Full compliance by adult population $550 $1,000 (90, 2,900) $500

Lowered (AQI > 100) Full compliance by adult population $1,700 $2,200 (200, 6,200) $530

Rational behavior Maximum net benefits of adaptation $1,400 $2,200 (200, 6,100) $780

Forced Forcing adaptation to same risk 
reduction as mitigation

$11,000 $5,400 (490, 15,000) −$5,900

National population weighted per capita net benefits (2020 USD) in the adult population for various levels of adaptation to air pollution in the absence of climate change mitigation by 
end- of- century. Adaptation reflects the current dominant approach, which is to limit time outdoors. Adaptation levels are varied by changing the threshold for air quality advisories, 
compliance levels, and decision approaches. For benefits, values in parenthesis represent the 95% CI due to uncertainty in health and valuation. Note that uncertainty in costs is not 
included here, but is explored in Fig. 2.
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For some, additional adaptation may be impossible, or even 
harmful, without appropriate intervention. It cannot benefit those 
who spend their time in leaky buildings (FINF > 0.5) or who cannot 
give up their outside time, either because they do not go outside, 
because they value it highly, or because it is required for their work 
[true for approximately 4% of civilian workers (38)], or because 
they are experiencing homelessness [approximately 0.18% of the 
US population (39)].

Thus, in order to effectively and equitably protect human health 
from air pollution, policy for adaptation should be considered 
alongside mitigation. Mitigating climate change can the increased 
risk from worsening air quality and protects those who cannot 
adapt. Adaptation alone could pose an unrealistic substitute for 
improving air quality, in our case, requiring an additional 142 d 
per year of adaptation beyond current levels by 2100. At the same 
time, it remains highly uncertain how much climate change mit-
igation will be achieved, and how this will ultimately affect outdoor 
PM2.5, meaning that enhanced adaptation may be needed (40).

Combinations of mitigation and adaptation should be evaluated 
and leveraged. We find the highest total benefits from both mitiga-
tion and adaptation, though the full distribution of costs and ben-
efits must be assessed. We also find that their interaction reduces 
the effectiveness of each strategy alone. There remain other impor-
tant feedbacks between air quality, climate change, and adaptation 
to unravel. Prior work has shown various effects of staying indoors 
on air pollution, including potential positive feedbacks of reduced 

traffic (41), negative feedbacks of increased heating and cooling 
demand (42), and feedbacks between climate change, cooling 
demand, and air pollution (43). Some of these feedbacks can be 
leveraged to offer multiple benefits. For example, improving build-
ing quality to reduce infiltration and improve indoor air quality not 
only increases the benefits of adapting, it also reduces exposure to 
outdoor air pollution during all time indoors. It could also reduce 
energy demand for heating and cooling, with positive effects for 
climate change and outdoor air quality.

Our work is in line with prior estimates of the benefits of 
adapting to air pollution, given study differences. Buonocore 
et al. (14) find per capita benefits to be no higher than $14 per 
person per hour in the population aged 65 and over in 2014 to 
2017. Here, we find an average benefit of $31 per person per 
hour for adults aged 30 and over at the start- of- century across 
the United States. The most important reason for this difference 
is that we account for the fact that people spend most of their 
time indoors, where exposure to PM2.5 of outdoor origin is 
lower, therefore, exchanging 1 h outdoors for indoor time offers 
a greater reduction in overall exposure to PM2.5 of outdoor 
origin. When we reproduce (14)’s findings with our estimate of 
infiltration, we find up to a 1.5- fold (or 50%) increase in ben-
efits. We also do not include morbidity or ozone, but these 
reflect less than 10% of our benefits (SI Appendix, Table S2).

In order to inform policy to protect health from outdoor air, 
we focus on PM2.5 of outdoor origin. We represent the main 

A
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Fig. 2. Variation of individual adaptation net benefits per capita under different levels of climate change mitigation in 2100 (in 2020 USD). (A) Scatter plot 
comparing national mean per capita net benefits of adaptation to national mean PM2.5 concentrations under REF and P3.7. Horizontal dashed lines represent 
population- weighted mean per capita net benefits over an ensemble of 150 annual simulations representing end- of- century. Vertical dashed lines represent 
the corresponding mean population- weighted PM2.5 concentrations. For (B–D), the vertical dashed lines represent the national mean of the dependent variable, 
and horizontal dashed lines show mean net benefits under REF. (B) Variation with amount of daily outdoor time given up. (C) Variation with cost per hour of 
adaptation. R represents costs derived from recreation values; W represents costs derived from wage values. − and + represent the minimum and maximum 
values applied nationally, respectively. R is the mean of all recreation values reported by Loomis (35). W applies the wage for each grid cell aggregated from that 
grid cell’s corresponding county- level data (36). (D) Variation with the amount of outdoor pollution reaching indoors [as Infiltration Factor (FINF)].

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
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risk- cost trade- offs in air quality policy analysis (PM2.5- associated 
premature death), existing adaptation guidance (via air quality 
alerts), and the current dominant adaptation mode (limiting time 
outdoors). We estimate the effects of climate change on air pollu-
tion, including anthropogenic and biogenic sources, but do not 
account for wildfires, which could also exacerbate air pollution 
under climate change (44), enhancing benefits of adaptation 
beyond our estimates. Focusing on outdoor PM2.5 ignores PM2.5 
that originates indoors. For adaptation to be protective, individuals 
must be able to move indoors to relatively clean environments. 
Here, we conservatively estimate 20% infiltration of outdoor 
PM2.5 indoors, while new US homes may have infiltration factors 
as low as 1 to 2% (45). Low- cost PM2.5 filtration is available to 
the two- thirds of US households using central air- conditioning 
(46). However, indoor sources of PM2.5, such as tobacco smoking, 
cooking, and the use of consumer products, may substantially 
increase indoor PM2.5 concentrations (47–49) and could represent 
comparable exposures as outdoor sources (50, 51). Further work 
is needed to understand how increased adaptation to outdoor 
pollution could affect total PM2.5 exposure and associated risks to 
human health. Similarly, significant shifts from outdoor to indoor 
activities could have multiple impacts to well- being not considered 
here, particularly if physical activity were affected. Current guid-
ance from the American Thoracic Society is not to reduce physical 
activity in response to poor air quality, but to shift it to locations 
and times when pollution is lower (52). Future work should con-
sider the broader health implications of adaptation.

Our work contributes to challenges in nature–society systems mod-
eling on cross- scale effects (e.g., time scales, scales of impact and 
action), representing social responses, and addressing uncertainty 
(53–55). We build on recent examples focusing on climate change, 
behavior, and social dynamics and the effects on mortality and policy 
outcomes (e.g., refs. 25 and 56–58). We represent several approaches 
to modeling adaptation decisions to assess their effect on nature–soci-
ety interactions (59). This includes a simple model of social learning 
based on replicator dynamics, whose theory, behaviors, and applica-
tions in nature–society models we recently reviewed (60). That model 
fits well to historical, nationally representative surveys of adaptation 
behavior (details in SI Appendix). However, other theories of behavior 
could also explain these data, beyond those explored here. Behavior 
could also evolve over time, e.g., due to changing risks, risk percep-
tion, activities, or valuation. We present ranges of net benefits of 
adaptation across physical and behavioral characteristics to inform 
more detailed demographic analysis and projection. Representing 
human behavior in nature–society systems models remains a frontier 
capability with much future work ahead (61).

Materials and Methods

Air Quality Concentrations. This work derives future air quality concentrations 
from previous work (9, 26, 62). That work employed the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) Integrated Global System Model (IGSM) framework (33). 
This framework links a global computable general equilibrium economic model 
[Economic Projection and Policy Analysis (EPPA)], an earth system model of inter-
mediate complexity [MIT Earth System Model (MESM)], and an air quality model 
[the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmosphere 
Model with Chemistry (CAM- Chem)] to generate air pollution concentrations 
for scenarios as in refs. 9, 26, and 62 and summarized in SI Appendix, Table S6. 
Modeled pollutant concentrations correspond well with measured values, with 
year 2000 national simulated annual population weighted PM2.5 concentration 
within 7% of the EPA’s reported national average (62).

Air Quality Alerts. Air quality alerts are typically issued when the Air Quality 
Index (AQI), as defined by the US EPA (6), exceeds a threshold. We study the 

current thresholds for the general (150) and sensitive (100) populations. In prac-
tice, AQI values are calculated separately for multiple pollutants, and the highest 
value is reported as the AQI. For this study, we only consider PM2.5 concentrations, 
with AQI thresholds of 100 and 150 corresponding to 24- h mean PM2.5 concen-
trations of 35.4 μg/m3 and 55.4 μg/m3, respectively.

Adaptation Net Benefits. We model adaptation behavior in the adult (age 25 to 
99) contiguous US population. We represent avoidance—moving indoors to reduce 
exposure—the current dominant mode of adaptation (7). Daily 24- mean PM2.5 
concentrations are analyzed at the air quality model grid scale (1.9° × 2.5°) for 
each annual simulation. Annual simulations represent three sets of three decades, 
including 1981 to 2010, 2036 to 2065, and 2086 to 2115, for each of five sets of 
initial climate conditions. We average results to estimate conditions at start, mid, 
and end- of- century under a reference (REF) and climate policy scenario (P3.7).

Population and demographic data are aggregated to the air quality model 
grid. Populations make daily adaptation decisions. The value of adapting on a 
given day d is described its net benefits per Eq. 1.

 [1]NBd = Bd − Cd ,

where NBd   is the net benefits of adapting on day d, calculated as Bd   , the benefits 
of adapting on day d, minus Cd , the cost of adapting on day d.

Adaptation Benefits. Adaptation lowers daily PM2.5 exposure, which also lowers 
annual average exposure, reducing the incidence rate of premature mortality. The 
equivalent daily benefit of this risk reduction is shown in Eq. 2.

 [2]Bd = VSL × ΔId ,

where VSL represents the Value of a Statistical Life, and ΔId is the change in 
incidence rate of premature mortality achieved by adapting on day d.

VSL is a measure of willingness- to- pay to reduce the risk of premature mor-
tality. We use the most recent value provided by the US EPA, based on a review 
of 26 studies, 7.9 million USD (2008) (29).

We calculate the change in incidence of premature mortality from all causes 
from adapting on day d with Eq. 3.

 [3]ΔId = Y0 ×
RR − 1

RR
×

ΔPM2.5,ad

10μg∕m3
,

where Y0 is the population’s baseline mortality rate, RR is the relative risk of 
increased premature all- cause mortality per 10μg∕m3 increase in outdoor PM2.5 
concentration, and ΔPM2.5,d is the difference in equivalent annual outdoor PM2.5 
concentration after adaptation on day d.

As in our prior work (26), Y0 varies by grid cell and year (2000, 2050, and 
2100) using start- of- century values from the environmental Benefits Mapping 
and Analysis Program community edition (BenMAP- CE), and projected using 
International Futures, with details in SI Appendix, Table S9. RR is 1.14 (28).

We calculate ΔPM2.5,ad
 with Eq. 4.

 [4]
ΔPM2.5,ad

= PM2.5,a − PM
�

2.5,ad
,

where PM2.5,a is the annual mean outdoor concentration of PM2.5 with no adapta-

tion and PM
′

2.5,ad
 is the annual mean outdoor equivalent concentration of PM2.5 

after adaptation on day d.
We calculate PM2.5,a with Eq. 5.

 [5]
PM2.5,a =

∑365

n=1
PM2.5,n

365
,

where PM2.5,n is the 24- h mean outdoor concentration of PM2.5 on each nonad-
aptation day n of the 365 d in year a.

We calculate PM
′

2.5,ad
 with Eq. 6.

 [6]PM
�

2.5,ad
=

∑364

n=1
PM2.5,n + � × PM2.5,d

365
,

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2215685121#supplementary-materials
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where PM2.5,n   is the 24- h mean outdoor PM2.5 concentration on each non- 
adaptation day n, and PM2.5,d is the 24- h mean outdoor PM2.5 concentration on 
the adaptation day d. � is the ratio of exposure to outdoor PM2.5 when adapting 
(i.e., spending all day indoors) compared to not adapting (i.e., spending some 
of the day outdoors) given by Eq. 7.

 [7]� =
24 × FINF

Tout +
(

24 − Tout

)

× FINF

,

where Tout is the average daily time normally spent outdoors in hours, and FINF 
is the infiltration factor.

� thus quantifies the exposure reduction achieved by adapting, while account-
ing for exposure to outdoor PM2.5 while indoors. We use a Tout of 1 h based on the 
American Time Use Survey (ATUS) (32) and to ease comparison with previous studies 
(14). We therefore assume that non- adaptors spend 23 h indoors. We use an FINF 
value of 0.2 for this study based on surveys of the US housing stock in refs. 63 and 64.

Adaptation Costs. We calculate adaptation costs, Cd , with Eq. 8.

 [8]Cd = � × � × Tadapt,

where � represents the hourly adaptation cost, � is the portion of outdoor time 
given up for adaptation, and Tout is the time spent outdoors on a non- adaptation 
day. For all strategies, the default hourly adaptation cost for a grid cell is that grid 
cell’s mean hourly wage, aggregated from county level US census data.

Adaptation Decision- Making Strategies. We use these benefits and costs to 
study the effectiveness of short- term avoidance adaptation in reducing outdoor 
PM2.5- related premature mortality risk. We estimate adaptation behavior with four 
models: Rational actor, Threshold, Forced, and Social Learning. These strategies 
determine the number of days of adaptation (d) and non- adaptation (n).
Rational actor. Our Rational actor model represents an adult population acting with 
perfect information to adapt on any day with positive net benefits. We model this for 
each grid cell by sorting days of the year by decreasing marginal benefits of adapting 
that day. This uses Eq. 2 for all days in a year sorted from most to least polluted. The 
marginal costs of adapting an additional day are always given by Eq. 8 with � = 1 . 
We then calculate NBd (with Eq. 1). All days with NBd ≥ 0 are adaptation days; once 
NBd < 0 adaptation stops for all less polluted days, with NBd , Bd , and Cd set to zero.
Threshold. Our Threshold model is based on current adaptation guidance, during 
which alerts are triggered by the AQI. We use thresholds of AQI > 100 and AQI > 150.  
This population of compliant adults adapts if the AQI in their grid cell exceeds 
the threshold, accruing costs (per Eq. 8 with � = 1 ) and benefits (per Eq. 2). We 
compare compliance levels at current rates (20%) to that of a theoretically fully 
compliant population.
Forced. Our Forced model considers the reference climate change scenario (REF) 
and requires the full adult population to reduce their exposures to those in our 
climate change mitigation scenario (P3.7). This population acts like our Rational 
actors who are willing—irrationally—to continue adapting beyond the point that 
benefits exceed costs, stopping only when their resulting annual mean PM2.5 
concentrations (per Eq. 6) in their grid reach those of the annual mean outdoor 
concentrations of P3.7 (per Eq. 5).
Social learning. In the Social learning model, populations are partitioned into adapt-
ers and non- adapters. At each model time- step, adaptors and non- adaptors decide 
whether to switch groups based on the relative utility of their two strategies. Like 
the Threshold model, those in the adapter group adapt when the PM2.5- based AQI 
in their grid cell is greater than the study threshold (either 100 or 150). NBa is calcu-
lated by summing NBd , Bd , and Cd for the proportion of the population that adapted.

Over time, the proportion of adapters is governed by the discrete social learn-
ing model, advancing by time- steps of one quarter, or 3- mo period, to account 
for seasonal variation in pollution. This is calculated via Eq. 9.

 [9]x
∼

i,t+1
= xi,t + � r� i xi,t

(

1 − xi,t

)

ΔUi,t ,

where xi,t   is the proportion of adapters in grid cell i at time t, xi,t+1 is the proportion 
of adapters at the next time step, bound between 0 and 1, and ΔUi,t is the difference 
in utility between adaptation and non- adaptation (in SI Appendix). � r denotes the 
social learning rate in each US census region and � i is the population of gridcell i.

Population is included because higher population areas lead to more diverse 
social networks for inhabitants which increases the spread of information (65). 
The proportion of adapters in a grid cell is bound between 0 (no adapters in the 
population) and 1 (the entire population adapts), where the tilde above x in Eq. 9  
reflects this bounding.

We calculate ΔUi,t in Eq. 10.

 [10]ΔUi,t =
Ri,t − Ci,t

R0
+ �r

(

2�
(

xi,t

)

− 1
)

,

where Ci   represents the cost associated with adaptation in grid cell i. Ri   is a 
function that represents the perceived risk of negative health effects due to air 
pollution in region i. An adapter believes that they mitigate their risk of these 
negative health effects by adapting, whereas a non- adapter receives the full 
amount of this perceived health risk. �r   represents the weight of social norms 
in each US census region and �(xi )   is a function that determines the social 
norm that is predominant for grid cell i. R0   normalizes the level of perceived 
utility from individual action to a similar magnitude as the influence of social 
norms. Cost has the same form as Eq. 8, but summed over 4 mo, and with � fit 
empirically and varying by US census.

This model is fit to representative surveys of US adaptation (7), aggregated 
by US Census region, from 2014 to 2020 with adjusted R2 for the four regions 
ranging between 0.56 and 0.80. SI Appendix contains further explanation of the 
Social Learning Model development and performance.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Anonymized code and data have 
been deposited in Github and Dataverse (https://github.com/mattsparks78/AQ- 
adaptation; https://doi.org/10.5683/SP3/U3XQJH). Previously published data 
were used for this work (9).
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